SINGAPORE FEB 2012
GROUP SESSIONS [max 8 riders]

Pat Fitzpatrick
Your coach resides in Australia,
frequents Asia and spends
up to 6 months of the year in
Europe hosting tours to major
international cycling events.
He’s a popular contributor
to Cycling Tips Blog, Action
Asia, Australian Mountain
Bike, Enduro Mountain Bike, &
Outer Edge magazines.
Pat’s your accomplished guide
and qualified cycling & MTB
skills coach. He descends
from an esteemed lineage of
competitive cyclists, with over
100 years family racing history.
Coaching since 1999, Pat
draws on over 30 years of race
craft in the BMX, MotoX, MTB
and Road cycling disciplines.
Pat now imparts his wealth of
knowledge to others, fostering
talent from newcomers to the
sport, through to world class
elite athletes and Olympians.

Friday 3rd Feb - Level 1 [Introductory]
Bukit Timah & Beyond
8am -11:30am: Includes 1hr bike set up + MTB Skills
Saturday 4th February - Level 2 [Intermediate]
Bukit Timah & Beyond
8am-12pm: Includes 1hr bike set up + MTB Skills
Cost: SGD$185pp
Special Offers: ANZA Members: SGD$175pp
Singapore Hash members: SGD$175pp

PRIVATE COACHING

Monday 6th - Friday 10th Feb [all levels available]
• Includes advanced performance set up
• Ergonomic bike fit (static and en route)
• DVD helmet cam footage of your session
Cost:

1 Rider = SGD$125 per hour
2 Riders = SGD$75 per hour pp
3 Riders = SGD $65 per hour pp
4+ Riders = SGD $60 per hour pp

• Minimum 3 hours
• Riders under 14 accompanied by a paying adult receive 50% discount

Email pat@rideinternational.com or call / sms +61 403 385 670 to reserve your place

“I’m not too shabby a mountain biker (if I do say so myself) and Pat’s improved
my technique and hence speed by a tremendous amount (probably 20%) through
only one session. Sometimes an old dog needs to relearn those basic tricks…”
Wade Wallace
CyclingTipsBlog.com
“Pat has an amazing talent for analysing, distilling and translating the art of
cycling... he’s the best skills instructor I’ve seen and trust me, I have seen a few! ...
If you want to improve any aspect of your riding, do a session with Pat... he’ll have
you flying in no time at all.”
Petra Wiltshire - United Kingdom
3 times UCI World Masters Downhill Champion [2010, 2007 and 2001]
“What I liked most about Pat’s approach is that he explains why you are doing
something not just what to do... We had a group of mixed abilities and Pat was
able to give all of us plenty of attention while ensuring that the fitter riders got a
longer and harder workout... Everyone was ecstatic with the improvements they
had made.”
Brad Davies
2010 5th Place - Solo 24-hour World Championships - Elite Mens - Canberra
2009 1st Place - Solo 24-hour SA State Championships - Elite Mens - Adelaide
“I learnt an incredible amount particularly about body positioning and weighting
on the bike ... by the end of my first day, I was feeling much more like a mountain
biker than a roadie on fat tyres! Pat was incredibly patient and made the days a
lot of fun. Not only did we work on skills but he also checked my bike set up and
made changes to the cleat adjustment and forks. The attention to the smallest
detail was great ... I gained lots of confidence and was full of handy race tips.”
Sharon Laws - United Kingdom
2009 - 1st Place - Cape Epic MTB, South Africa
British Olympic Cyclist [Beijing, 2008]
“Within minutes Pat was giving me all sorts of pointers on how to ride my MTB to
take advantage of my hard won fitness ... Pat set my bike up correctly to give me a
better position on the slippery trails. Instant improvement!... I had learnt more in
our time together than I have in the last ten years in my sport. And I stand by that.”
Rob Croft - New Zealand
2009 Oceania Road Cycling Championships Competitor
“Pat’s the best return on investment... I got more speed and efficiency gains in one
session with Pat than I did in all the thousands of dollars I’ve spent on my bikes.”
Michael Walsh
Entrepreneur. Director of ATR, Adelaide.
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